SER-Kits
Assembly Instructions
SER CARRIAGE TRUCK
PLEASE READ BEFORE STARTING THE KIT

Introduction
As with my other vehicle kits, the Carriage Truck comes with a body (‘tray’) in high quality resin that withstands
can be handled with ordinary care without snapping unexpectedly. The solebar/axleguard castings and other
fittings are cast in low-melt alloy (a flexible white-metal) with etches for various small fittings.If you follow the
instructions and take your time, you should be able to achieve a highly detailed model which will be an asset to
your layout.
This kit is not designed for compensation. However, you can modify the solebar/axleguard castings for
compensation by using the SER-Kits brass rocker etch and separate spring-axlebox castings.
Historical Note
From the earliest days of the railways, the nobility and gentry expected to take their road carriages with them
wherever they went. Just as cars are loaded onto special wagons for long journeys today, so the road carriages
such as landaus were loaded onto carriage trucks.
In the first few years of the railways, early prints show families seated in their open landaus travelling on
carriage trucks which have been attached to passenger trains. I do not know how long this rather dangerous
practice was allowed to continue, but it would make a nice model if you can make or modify scale people in
early Victorian costume.
When I made the patterns for this truck, I didn't know that Carriage Trucks are not the same as Highway Vehicle
Trucks. Maybe this is common knowledge, but I have yet to find any published reference pointing this out, apart
from a series on both types that I edited for the SECSoc journal Invicta from 2010) To complicate matters SER
drawings refer to Road Vehicle Truck, which possibly means exactly the same as Highway Vehicle Truck. Or
not. Standard naming comes in much later, spurred by the Railway Clearing House but not always adhered to
by the multitude of pre-grouping companies.
The SER/SECR had both CTs and HVTs which get progressively longer as the decades roll by, but at any one
build date the two types seem to be identical except that (in the 19th Cent. at least) the HVTs seem to have
wider springs (4in against 3 or 3.5in) and CTs may have had high grease boxes to cope with longer/faster runs.
My kit is based on two drawings that are identical apart from these two differences. I imagine most modellers
will not be bothered. However, as I've now introduced a station delivery van, and anyone buying this kit to put
the van on should treat the truck as an HVT. SER CTs and HVTs differ in their paint colour and lettering, and
the kit’s box photo has some inaccuracies, so study the painting section at the end of these notes.
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Horse drawn ambulances called invalid carriages were also loaded onto carriage trucks, presumably to take the
sick to hospital or sanatorium. A drawing exists of such a carriage loaded onto a later rather larger SER carriage
truck. I hope to make a kit for this in the future.
LOADING AND SECURING ROAD VEHICLES.
The carriage truck was dragged by horse- or man-power, or engine-shunted to the end of a carriage dock
siding. There, the hinged drop-end was let down on the stops projecting from the buffer stocks, and the carriage
dragged over a kind of wide gang-plank onto the truck.
Once in position, there were two movable cross-timbers or scotches with projections to chock all four of the road
vehicle’s wheels. Scotches were secured by pins through long perforated metal strips running along the sides.
Inside the sides were four slotted rails for securing the road vehicle with buckles caught in the nearest slot.
This model has parts for all of these details to be reproduced accurately. The ends are single castings, but if you
fancy making working hinged drop-ends SER-Kits can supply a pair of spares and how-to suggestions.
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THE KIT: GENERAL METHODS
RESIN:
•

The resin castings are made in two part moulds, and it’s almost impossible to produce a casting without
minor imperfections caused by air bubbles. I reject those that have too many. Look out for tiny holes,
especially in the end castings. The round parts of the end hinges seem particularly prone to bubbles,
and the holes should be filled with a suitable filler, Humbrol or Squadron putty.

•

Hold the casting up to the light, and if you can see an internal air-bubble, consider cutting a small hole
in the rear, and pressing filler into the small void.

•

Check the tiny detail of cosmetic bolts. If you are bothered by any that have
failed to cast, remedy this as follows: drill 0.55mm and superglue tiny
lengths of the supplied 0.5mm plastic rod into the holes.

•

This resin takes paint easily and primer is not needed (unlike etched
brass!). However a plain coat of paint is useful to show up flaws and gaps
needing attention before you start the paint job proper.

BOTH METAL AND RESIN:
•

The whole kit can be assembled using two-part 5-minute epoxy resin glue such as Araldite or Devcon,
and/or superglue. If you wish to solder the metal items, you must use 70º low-melt solder.

•

I recommend ‘paint as you go’, where suggested in the instructions. Leaving painting until after
completion can cause difficulties, especially the interior and underside.

GETTING THE CASTINGS READY
1. Clean up the ‘tray’ body. Note that the floor sticks out 1/2mm to locate the end castings. Do not remove the
bolt-heads along the outsides – in the resin version these are not obvious until the truck is painted. Check
that the tray sits flat on a flat surface. Although trays leave me flat, they may distort slightly in the box. This
can be put right during assembly (see Instructions 6 & 22) If necessary, though, you can immerse the
casting in water that’s just boiled, and leave for a few minutes before fishing it out and carefully bending with
the fingers.
2. Clean up the end castings, running a file over top and bottom. NOTE: the sides have ‘sticking-out-bits’
representing bolt and catch-chain detail. Do NOT remove. Clear buffer-stock holes with a round file, and the
draw-hook slot with a fine needle file or 1.2mm drill.
3. If you plan to fit optional safety chains, drill 0.7mm either side of the draw-hook centre, as in the drawing.
ASSEMBLING THE ‘TRAY’
4. Offer the ends to the tray. If necessary trim the tops so that sides and ends match. Glue with
Araldite/Devcon, and just after it’s set, place the tray on a flat surface with a flat board and weight on top.
This will make sure the wagon is level for good running.
5. Remove the four slotted rails (for the leather strap buckles) from the etch,
joggle each end so that they will stand proud by about 1/3mm, and glue
inside the ‘tray’ where shown in the scale drawing and opposite the
relevant ‘bolt-heads’ on the outsides. (Leave the buckles on the etch –
they’re easy to lose.)
6. For reasons which will become clear at Instruction 8 below, I recommend
making up the cross-scotches at this stage by gluing or soldering the
etched securing plates over the ‘wooden’ projecting blocks, as in the photo
(taken later, after I’d painted):
7.

Cut sufficient from the middle of the perforated strips so that they fit along
the sides. (They’re longer than necessary for scratchbuilders of longer
trucks and for the future Invalid Carriage kit.) Note that the strips overlap
the sides on the inside for the pins to go through. Roughen the underside
of the etches so glue can stick.

8. Check that the end/side joins of the tray are flat. Place the crossscotches in place as positioning guides. Glue the strips in place, putting
pins through into the cross-scotches to hold the strips the correct
distance apart. The photo shows the method, but it was taken after the
wagon had been completed.
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9. Buffer Stocks: Clean up the buffer stocks and trial fit into the holes in the headstocks
until the buffers fit snugly without forcing. (Forcing may split resin…) File back the
spigots to match the inside slots, or they will foul the solebars.
When gluing in place, it’s worth passing a long 1/16 in. rod through opposite stocks to
ensure the holes are in true alignment as the glue sets. Finally, clean up drawhook hole with fine needle file.
UNDERFRAMES
10. Sight along the cast metal solebars, gently bending them straight if necessary (the alloy is pliable) and
running a file over the top edge.
11. When you come to fitting the buffer spring-wire, you will find it easier if at this stage you drill shallow holes
near the inside ends of the solebars (don’t go through!). This helps fitting
the buffer spring wire (Instrn.32)
12. Check that the wheel bearings (which come with the wheelsets) fit into the
axlebox holes. If necessary, open out with a 2.6 No.38 drill, but make sure
not to go all the way through! (Of course, if you do, you can fill the hole with
modelling putty)
13. HANDLES: Check with drawing and drill holes for the solebar grabhandle/horsehooks. Bend them from 26 SWG brass wire – a square U shape – and
superglue into the holes.
14. The prototype had tie rods between the inner legs of the W-irons. They were actually
wrought in one piece with the keeper plate. If you plan to fit them, notch behind the
keeper plate or carefully drill 0.7mm into the inside ends of the keeper plates to form
a housing where the wire rod can be soldered. There are four schools of thought: a) glue the wire into the
holes, but it’s more likely to come adrift; b)solder later on, but it can be tricky to get the iron in; c) solder
now, but you may dislodge the wire as you continue assembly; d) don’t bother with tie rods.
Trial fitting
15. Trial fit the solebars. I usually make the castings a little too long, so trim and bevel the ends so as not to
force the end slots. (It’s better than having solebars that are too short…) Make sure the axles are at right
angles to the sides and if not, remove small amounts from opposite ends of each solebar in turn. It’s worth
marking which solebar goes which side before removing them.
16. Hold the wheels and bearings between the solebars and slide into the headstocks. Sit the wagon on a piece
of glass and check whether the wheels are all sitting level. If not, you may need to file a little off the tops of
the solebars, but if the tray is slightly warped, the problem can be corrected later.
PRE-ASSEMBLY PAINTING
17. Paint the underneath of the tray and the solebars black. Paint the etched parts with etch primer, including
the buckles. Consider whether to paint the whole tray at this point. See livery notes at the end of these
instructions.
18. Also at this point, paint the wheel sets (not included): ‘teak’ centres, white tyres, blue axles.
ASSEMBLY CONTINUED
19. When dry scrape off the paint behind the W-irons where you tinned them earlier for the tie-rods.
20. Holding bearings and wheels between the solebars, slide them into position and glue with Devcon/Araldite.
As the glue sets, put the wagon the correct way up on a level surface. If there is any rocking, put flat board
on top, with a very heavy weight on it. (I find a 4lb lump hammer very useful!) Leave 24 hours before
continuing.
21. Centre and hold the bearings with a drop of superglue.
22. Form the W-iron tie-rods from lengths of 0.7mm N/S rod (chemically blacken if possible). Tin the ends, and
sweat onto the tinned areas behind the axlebox keeper plates with 70º solder.
Buffers And Drawgear
23. The kit comes with etched screw-couplings as standard. The strips with holes at the ends are formed into U
shapes. The longer loops go to the drawhook, while the shorter loops are for coupling. If you prefer to use
the cast drawhooks (they look better), saw a slot into the hole for the etched loop and seal with low melt
solder (70 degrees) or a drop of resin glue as it begins to set – so as not to stick the loop!
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24. For those who prefer scale couplings, SER-Kits can provide optional castings and iron wire. Being to scale,
they are tiny, but are stronger than they appear. They work well for me in period trains of to 12 or 15
vehicles. Of course, sudden ‘snatching’ can break them – as with the
prototype.
25. NOTE: If you are going to use the cast screw couplings, bend and fit the top
link to each hook before proceeding.
26. Use the iron wire cut to the lengths shown. With fine-nose pliers, bend end
loops to make the links of the sizes shown. After assembling the buffers and
painting the wagon, the lower link the coupling can be assembled. The bobweight spigot should be cut down to about 3mm and may need scraping
thinner until it can be inserted into a 0.75mm hole in the screw centre. Pinch
the spigot end with fine-nose pliers so it can’t fall out.
Buffer and coupling hook springing:
27. Clean up the buffers. (Note that two are flat-heads and two are round-heads. When looking at the side of
the wagon, “round is to right”.) Some modellers have been worried about the fragility of these buffers, but
the metal is pliable, and can be bent straight again after an accident! I’ve been using them for more than 20
years now. (The alloy is prone to pitting, so you may need to use filler)
28. The buffers should need little adjustment in order to slide easily in the stocks. If necessary, gently run a
1.7mm drill through the holes in the buffer stocks, and scrape the buffer shanks along the length with a craft
knife, rotating the buffer between each scrape. Don’t file the shanks across the width – the roughness will
stop the buffers sliding smoothly. The buffers should slide easily in and out. If not, your derailment rate will
rise!
29. Measure 14.5mm along the shanks from the
back of the buffer head. Drill a hole 0.6 mm
(No 73) right through each shank to take the
spring wire. If you're worried about drilling
through a narrow rod, make a simple jig from a
couple of inches of 1/16" I.D. brass tube. Drill
the hole through the brass tube at the correct
distance from the end. It's then a simple
matter to feed each buffer into the tube for
drilling. This jig is also useful for protecting the shank if you paint the buffer heads before assembly (rear –
black, front and edge – teak colour).
30. Clean up the hole in the resin end for the coupling hook. Use either a fine needle file, or a hand-held 1mm.
drill. The hook should slide smoothly in and out without sticking.
31. Run the phosphor-bronze wire through your fingers to straighten it, then cut off two pieces 41.5 mm long.
Checking with the diagram, slide the wire through the hole in the coupling hook just behind the headstock,
and then into the hole in the right-hand buffer shank. The wire can now be pulled back into the hole in the
other buffer shank. (It’s easier to do than explain).
32. Solder the wire to the etched hook, or use a blob of resin glue. When set, the ends of the wire can be bent
to touch the headstock so that the buffer heads protrude fully and the draw-hook is held back by the spring.
33. Solder or glue bob weights into the holes in the coupling centres. Squeeze coupling links around the
coupling centres, insert long link into crevice in the coupling hook, and fold lip down to hold.
34. Optional safety chains: Insert eyes through washer plates and glue into holes drilled earlier. If modelling
vehicles pre-1890, hang safety chain hooks from eyes with 6 links cut from the chain supplied. The safety
chains were often looped up out of the way by catching the hook on the eye.
SECURING A PASSENGER VEHICLE
35. The sketch shows the principle of fitting straps to the slotted strips. The buckle positions will be different for
other vehicles.
36. Cut four strips of thin card about 90mm x 1.5mm. (I’ve
tried Microstrip but it breaks when folded.) Paint both
sides of the strips brown to represent leather straps.
(Felt markers are quicker…) Paint the buckles black
while still attached to the etch.
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37. Thread each strap through a buckle as in the photo, fold the end over and stick with
glue. Cut the buckles from the etch and curl the ends over so that they can catch in
the slotted rails. I removed one buckle from the etch before fitting the strap in order
to take the photo.
38. It’s useful to have another pair of hands at this point while you catch the buckles in
the rails, and trial thread the straps over the road vehicle. If
you’re single-handed, trial the straps on one side to work out the
best slots for the buckles and hold them in place with a tiny drop
of superglue. The diagram shows the slots that I found worked
best for the landau. (Also see box picture.) The photo shows the
truck ready to have the vehicle fitted. But before doing so, place
the cross-scotches in place at either end of the vehicle.
39. When you’re satisfied, cut the straps back to overlap a few mm.
and glue to hold the road vehicle in place. More recently, I’ve
included spare buckles in the kit for the straps to appear to
buckle together.
40. Four scotch pins are needed to secure the cross-scotches in place as
in the picture.
When available, the kit will be supplied with tiny castings as shown.
Otherwise make them by bending the soft brass wire into the shape
shown in the diagram.

PAINTING, NUMBERING AND LETTERING
Carriage trucks should be in passenger livery but highway vehicle trucks should be in goods colours.
NUMBER SEQUENCE

The Carriage Truck sequence as researched by deceased SECSoc member Ian Lyle has only recently
(Sept.2012, two years after the introduction of this kit) come to light in another deceased member’s collection.
Without Ian to discuss his lists with, it’s very difficult to be sure of numbers for the 15ft 6in truck represented by
this kit. The problem is compounded by the SER’s re-use of the same numbers for longer or larger replacement
vehicles.
I interpret Ian’s lists as suggesting that reasonable carriage truck numbers for this kit should be 3-7, 105-9,
116/9, 131-54. There are probably many more.
The only certain numbers for Highway Vehicle Trucks lie in the range 3877 – 3908. I suspect that before c1860
the SER may not have made any distinction between trucks for road vehicles and for carriages.
Hopefully more information may come to light, but at the moment I seem to be the only person actively trying to
sort out these things!
CARRIAGE TRUCKS
PRE-1885
The bodies of all Non-coaching Passenger Stock were painted brown on sides and ends. There was probably
no exact colour and different batches may have varied. This gives the modeller leeway! I’ve experimented with
Humbrol German Camouflage Brown 160 plus 15% each red and blue and about 10% black to give a mid
brown.
Below the bottom rail/bottom edge of carriage bodies, the separate solebar and headstock ‘chassis’ of
passenger vans and horseboxes was painted black. However, carriage trucks don’t have the same distinction,
so I take the end brown onto the headstocks, including the buffer stocks, and only paint the solebars black. See
the box picture. Pick out all ironwork black.
The wheels were to Mansell’s patent, with varnished teak segments between hub and tyre, so I paint the hub
black, the segments ‘teak’ and the tyres (weathered) white, according to patent and photos. The axles were
supposed by patent to be painted blue. This was an expensive pigment and was presumably intended to show
that these were classy wheels.
EXTERIORS POST-1885, INCLUDING SECR
After c1885, passenger stock was repainted in a colour that is recorded as dark crimson lake or chocolate.
There are various ways of doing this: I use a purple-brown undercoat (SR goods brown with a little extra red, or
Humbrol Wine 73 + black) and cover this with varnish into which is added a very little Precision Paints SECR
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crimson lake or Humbrol 73. This allows the undercoat to show through, but tinted by the crimson. Experiment
on scrap styrene first.
The teak wheel segments were probably painted crimson lake as well.
HIGHWAY VEHICLE TRUCKS
1850s – 1898
Presumably these were painted in Goods colour. That is a bright/light red oxide not unlike bauxite but perhaps a
little pinker. The body colour would be taken down on to the headstocks and solebars, with ironwork picked out
in black.
From 1899
SECR wagon mid-grey with black ironwork and white lettering.
BOTH
On each headstock you will see a little frame to slot in the destination ticket. The inside, ‘the ticket’, can be
painted white and the frame black. You can just see this in the kit box picture.
INTERIOR of the ‘tray’
No known information, so I paint it the same colour as the outside, and then pick out the ironwork (the etched
parts, plus the ‘iron’ floor strips) black
LETTERING
Fox’s have suitable transfers. The drawing shows the positions for the main transfers. The number is repeated
in small figures at the ends. I know of no photo for solebar lettering, but judging by other vehicles, the tare
weight should be to the right of the left hand W-iron, TARE above, with the weight below (choose the lowest
weight.
The phrase ‘FOR HIGHWAY VEHICLES’ can be seen in SECR photos, and may continue SER practice: use or
not, you choose! It's not clear whether CTs had CARRIAGE TRUCK but nothing can be seen on the few
existing photos, so on balance of probability this can be left off (especially as I don't think any suitable transfers
exist!)
FINALLY:

I hope you’ve enjoyed assembling this kit. If there were any problems, let me know, and I’ll try to find a solution.
If you want to know more about the SER, the LCDR and the SE&CR, why not join the South Eastern and
Chatham Society? Membership is £20 per annum. Website address: www.southeasternandchathamrailway.org

Dan Garrett
21 Weald Close
Weald, Sevenoaks
Kent TN14 6QH
Email: Serkits1@aol.com
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